Lithostructural Units between Albany and Saratoga Lake, NY

- **UFs**: Upland Fm. System (dominantly shale, minor thin greywacke)
- **FFg**: Fauquier Formation (black shale)
- **MF**: Middle Fm.
- **MEe**: Middle Exposed Fm.
- **MEw**: Middle Embayement Folded Fm.
- **HGZ**: Houstonian Geosyncline Zone
- **SSZ**: Sleeping Giant Zone
- **UFg**: Upland Fm. Group
- **FFs**: Fauquier Formation System (graywacke 0.5km)
- **FFb**: Fauquier Formation Belt
- **MEf**: Middle Exposed Fm.

The lithological units are defined by their characteristic stratigraphic and structural features. The map illustrates the distribution and contact relationships of these units, providing a comprehensive view of the regional geology in the specified area.
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